ABSTRACT In some industrial embedded systems, functions with different safety integrity levels (SILs) are integrated into the same hardware platform to share resources, and usually, the schedulability of applications should be met first. Meanwhile, development costs' optimization of applications is also an important requirement, because some industries, such as automotive, are cost-sensitive for the mass market. To minimize the development costs of applications while satisfying their schedulability, an optimization method is presented based on a key path tabu search algorithm combined with a message movement strategy. The key path tabu search algorithm uses the tree-based tabu list to find a schedulable solution with low development cost. The message movement strategy is proposed to significantly reduce the development cost caused by the recursive elevation of the SILs of tasks for the sharing of partitions. The results of experiments using real-life benchmark and simulated benchmark show that the proposed method is effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
Safety is an important property in many industrial applications, and functional safety standard has been defined by IEC 61508 for the industrial systems [1] , ISO 26262 for road vehicles [2] , and DO 178C for airborne systems [3] . Reference [1] divides the safety integrity level (SIL) into four levels which are the representation of criticality levels of functions. To increase flexibility, modularity and save cost, multiple functions with different SILs are supported by one processing element (PE), and one function is distributed over multiple PEs in some industrial embedded systems, called mixed criticality embedded systems (MCES). Because MCES are often used as real-time systems, such as automotive electronics systems, avionic systems, safety-critical applications must meet their deadlines or response time limits to achieve schedulability. The applications usually consist of tasks with different SILs and need to meet task-level isolation to prevent tasks of different SILs from interfering with one another. To share resource and improve schedulability, some
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of the low SIL tasks need to be elevated to a high SIL. High SIL tasks require developers to carry out additional certification and design, which undoubtedly increase development cost. It is not an option because some industries are costsensitive for the mass market, such as automotive. Therefore, the development cost should also be considered when the schedulability of application is ensured in MCES.
A. MOTIVATION
In the latest research, tabu search is often used to search for an optimal solution which is a solution with the lowest development cost while satisfying schedulability. However, the algorithm always continue to explore from the known local optimal solution when it processes exploration fails, which may form an infinite search loop and cause search to be suspended.
In addition, to integrate more applications with different SILs on a given platform and reduce the number of PEs, partition method is proposed. For safety, tasks of different SILs need to be placed in separate partitions. To improve schedulability, partition sharing method is presented through VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ elevation of SILs of task. Such elevation may lead to the elevation of other tasks, and increase development costs. Moreover, task decomposition is introduced [4] , the higher SIL tasks are decomposed into several redundant lower SIL tasks to reduce the development costs. But it introduces more tasks and may decrease the schedulability. The search-based optimization approach can be further improved in expanding the exploration ability of global solution space and reducing development cost.
B. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
Through the above analysis, in order to improve the probability of searching for a schedulable implementation that significantly reduce development costs, a key path tabu search (KPTS) algorithm and a message movement strategy (MMS) are proposed. The contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
(1) KPTS provides backtracking capability by using a treebased tabu list. Through backtracking, the algorithm avoids local iterative search and increase the chance of finding schedulable solution while minimizing the development cost.
(2) MMS implements the transfer of messages from low SIL tasks to high SIL tasks by adding additional privileged tasks, thereby achieving partition sharing with a lower development cost.
II. RELATED WORK
Many industrial embedded systems are usually cost sensitive because they are mass-produced industrial products [5] . Development cost is an important part of the cost of industrial embedded systems. The development costs of applications with different SILs can be estimated using a variety of cost estimation models. Reference [6] reviewed and confirmed 304 software cost estimation documents in 76 periodicals. The paper assumes that software developers are proficient in using these model tools and can provide accurate development costs.
It is very effective to consider development cost optimization in the early design stage. To minimize development costs, the main search algorithms currently used are tabu search algorithm and genetic algorithm. Based on tabu search algorithm, both [4] and [7] researched the schedulable implementation and minimized the development cost for the mixed-criticality real-time embedded systems with the guarantee that all the applications are schedulable. Tabu search can also be applied to optimization problems under reliability and energy constraints [8] . Reference [9] used NSGA-II to optimize the development cost of mixed-criticality systems and regarded the mapping information and decomposition information as genes. The partitioning architecture is not considered in [9] , which means each PE is mapped to a certain SIL.
On the one hand, low-critical tasks cannot communicate with high-critical tasks because they can damage the safety of MCES. Reference [10] proposed a model named VaM for transmitting messages across SILs, which could keep the FIGURE 1. Systems and partitioned architecture example [4] .
low SIL of the sending task and reduce the development cost. However, this model requires the platform to provide support of intermediate components. On the other hand, task decomposition can achieve the goal of reducing development costs by decomposing a high SIL task into multiple low SIL redundant tasks. For example, References [11] , [12] proposed a genetic and search-based meta heuristic algorithm for high SIL task decomposition. Reference [13] held that tasks can be decomposed continuously until they are all decomposed into the lowest SIL and reducing development costs became a process of selecting a decomposition scheme. The problem with task decomposition is that redundancy in exchange for lower development costs is difficult to use on resource-constrained systems. In our work, we consider the mechanism of task decomposition but we do not rely on it.
III. MODELS
A. SYSTEM MODEL An MCES consists of N PEs with independent processing capabilities. Each PE contains a CPU, RAM and non-volatile memory, and a network interface card [4] . PEs have characteristics that directly affect the execution efficiency of a given task and can perform calculations independently or form a distributed system with other PEs through the network. PE is the control unit that can be connected to sensors or actuators. Researchers have shown how realistic BUS protocols such as FlexRay [14] and TTEthernet [15] can be taken into account during the design. In this paper let us assume that BUS considered in MCES has a constant transmission efficiency. The size of the major frames (MFs) on all PEs are the same, but the content may be different [16] . All tasks must be completed within the system cycle (T cycle ). The timing within the T cycle is evenly divided into several MFs. T cycle in this study is greater than or equal to the maximum deadline of the set of applications. Fig. 1 shows a system architecture [4] with two MFs in T cycle and two PEs.
B. APPLICATION MODEL
An application is a set of tasks that run on an MCES. Communication only exists between the tasks that belong to the same application. A task is ready for execution when all the needed messages are received. If two tasks for message transmission are mapped on the same PE, the message does not appear in the BUS. In this work, the symbol represents the set of applications. Symbol APP i represents the ith application in . Symbol τ ij represents a task where i denotes the application's label to which the task belongs, and j denotes the label of the task in APP i . Fig. 2 shows a application model. Here we still use the model in [4] , make a slight modification.
Each application has its own cycle (T) and deadline (D). For each task τ i , the algorithm knows the worst-case execution time (WCET )C
PE j i
on each PE. The symbol τ i refers to a task that omits the APP's sequence number. N/A indicates that the task cannot be mapped to the selected PE. Tasks with different SILs must meet the separation requirements.
Safety is a guarantee that the system will not threaten people or the environment. To ensure safety, tasks with different functional safety levels need isolation and functional safety certifications such as FFSV [17] can be used in the early design phase. The safety-related quantification is represented by the SIL, which in turn increases from SIL1 to SIL4 [1] . Generally, the higher the SIL of a task, the more complex its functional safety requirements are, and the higher the protection and development costs required. In addition, some tasks have special separation requirements. For example, τ 1 and τ 2 cannot be mapped to the same PE. This special separation uses to represent [4] .
In this work, the directed acyclic graph (DAG) G(V i ,E i ) is used to represent the relationship between tasks within the application. Nodes represent tasks, and edges represent messages. The default SIL of a task is given next to the node, and the value of the edge represents the size of the message. Tasks can only receive messages from others with a higher or equivalent SIL. There may be isolated tasks in the application that have no predecessor nodes or no successor nodes, such as τ 12 . Multiple applications G i (V i ,E i ) constitute . 
C. PARTITION MODEL 1) PARTITION ARCHITECTURE
To map tasks with different SILs to one PE and meet safety constraints, the concept of partitioning is introduced. Different SIL tasks are isolated by registering to different partitions which acquire the usable time slots. Generally, such time slots may be divided into several continuous segments called partition slices. P ij represents the jth partition in PE i and P k ij is the kth partition slice in P ij . Fig. 1 shows the partitioned architecture. τ i → P jk indicates that τ i is registered in P jk .
Two conditions are necessary for a task τ i to be scheduled. First, preceding tasks should have been executed, and messages should have been delivered to the PE that the task mapped. Second, the task must obtain the available time slots on the registered partition. When τ i is ready, it is executed on the partition slice that belongs to P jk , starting from the earliest available time. τ i continues executing until τ i is completed or the partition slice has been terminated.
2) PARTITION SHARING
The main purpose of using partition architecture is to separate different SIL tasks. Separation is bound to affect schedulability. Therefore, partition sharing is proposed to prioritize schedulability [4] .
Different tasks registered in the same partition must be at the same SIL. If different SIL tasks need to be at the same partition, all tasks registered in the partition must be elevated to the highest SIL among them, which is referred VOLUME 7, 2019 to as partition sharing. In addition, the task elevating also elevates other tasks recursively [4] . Partition sharing may be effective in finding schedulable implementation, but it will increase development costs. Fig. 3 which was also explained in [4] shows an example of partition and partition sharing. The architecture shown in Fig. 1 is used to schedule shown in Fig. 2 . Here, APP 1 in is modified, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . At the beginning, it is assumed that task τ 12 does not belong to . Fig. 3(b) does not use the partitioning structure, which is clearly not satisfactory. Although partition architecture is used in Fig. 3(c) , tasks can only be scheduled in the corresponding partition which results that τ 11 and τ 25 cannot be adapted. Schedulable implementation is achieved by remapping tasks and optimizing partitions (partition movement), as shown in Fig. 3(d) . However, if τ 12 is added, it would make the solution unschedulable. In Fig. 3 (e), the partition architecture is consistent with that in Fig. 3(d) . To ensure schedulability, τ 22 and τ 23 share a partition with τ 12 , resulting in τ 22 and τ 23 being elevated to SIL3. Meanwhile, τ 20 and τ 21 need to send messages to τ 22 and τ 23 , thus causing τ 20 and τ 21 to be elevated to SIL3. All tasks of APP 2 in the partition where τ 20 and τ 21 registered in must be elevated to SIL3, the developer need to pay a higher development cost to guarantee schedulability.
D. PRIORITY MODEL
For each application, additional priorities are assigned to each task. The HEFT algorithm [18] is used to calculate the priority of tasks. The priority of τ i is calculated as follows:
(
The priority of the export task τ exit is calculated as follows:
Here, w i is the average WCET of τ i . c i,j is the communication cost of the message delivered from τ i to τ j . succ(τ i ) represents the set of successor tasks of τ i . Tasks with the same SIL obtain a scheduling order by comparing priorities.
IV. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this study, we do not research cost estimate method, and assume that designer can estimate the development cost of a task. We let DC(τ i , τ i .SIL) represents the development cost of a task τ i at its SIL. The total development cost of all application is DC( ). The solution is defined to provide the complete information needed to generate schedule table like Fig. 3 (e). The cost function of solution is defined as
The response time R i of APP i is defined as the time difference between the finishing time of the terminal task and the start time of the application. D i is the deadline for APP i . FT i is the finishing time of 1 is greater than 0, therefore the value of the cost function is c 1 . If c 1 = 0, that is all the applications are schedulable, the algorithm is concerned about the total development cost of . c 2 is used as the value of cost function. All solutions presented by c 2 are better than solutions presented by c 1 . Therefore, for a given MCES, the problem to be addressed in this study can be formalized as finding a solution to meet the schedulability of all applications while minimizing the value of Eq. (3).
V. ALGORITHMIC PROCESS
In order to solve the problem described in the section IV, we proposed optimization algorithm, which is mainly composed of two parts, namely, KPTS and MMS. The relationships of KPTS and MMS can be represented by Fig.4 .
The algorithm takes the application set , the system architecture NPE, and the decomposition table 50 as inputs. L contains possible decomposition schemes for all decomposable tasks provided by the developer. InitialSolution() is used to generate an initial solution < D 0 , P 0 >. The D contains the task decomposition information and the P contains the mapping and registration information for all tasks and all partitions. Initialization mainly consists of 4 steps: 1) Calculate the priority of each task using Eqs. (1) and (2) . 2) From high SIL task to low SIL task, high priority task to low priority task, map each task to PE. The task is mapped to the PE with a lower WCET value as much as possible under the condition that the total computation cost of each PE is as uniform as possible. 3) Create partitions for each task on the PE, and each partition only contains one partition slice. Only the tasks that belong to the same application and have the same default SIL could be registered to the same partition. Otherwise, different partitions should be established. 4) All partitions on each PE are allocated with a continuous time slot in the MF. Each time slot is proportional to the total WCET required by registered tasks in the partition.
In order to increase the ability of exploring in the global solution space, the KPTS is proposed using tree-based tabu list. It uses < D 0 , P 0 > as the initial solution for the solution space and the head node for tree-based tabu list. Using transformation movement, a series of child nodes can be generated based on a known node, and the eligible child nodes will be saved and continue to be extended. The tabu list can avoid repeated exploration and record a key path composed of solutions reserved by KPTS. When necessary, it will guide the KPTS to backtrack to explore more regions of solution space.
For each solution, the MMS based list scheduling algorithm is presented to calculate the placement location of each message and each task according to the D and P obtained from KPTS. Cost function value is calculated according to Eq. (3). Based on MMS, a low SIL task can directly communicate with a high SIL task, more likely to avoid the recursive elevation of tasks, and the recursive increase in development costs. The algorithm would be described in Section VII. Finally, schedule table S is generated based on Best that has been found by KPTS.
VI. KEY PATH TABU SEARCH ALGORITHM A. TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT
The KPTS algorithm need to generate a new random solution with transformation movement when the search is in progress. The transformation movement includes three types: partition movement, task re-registration movement, and task decomposition movement. Partition movement is the process of changing the order and size of the partitions on the PE. It consists of four major movements: resize, swap, join, and split. The task re-registration movement moves a task from the registered partition to another partition. Task decomposition movement is to decompose a high SIL task into several low SIL tasks, which requires the developer to provide a decomposition scheme. These three types of movements are discussed in [4] .
B. TREE-BASED TABU LIST 1) STRUCTURE
In order to explore the solution space more widely, a treebased tabu list (L list ) is designed to record the key path generated in the search process. Each record with a complete solution is functionally called a tabu or structurally called a node. Some important records are not deleted because they guide the backtrace. Tabu list prevents the KPTS algorithm from repeatedly exploring known nodes to find a solution with a low development cost.
The KPTS algorithm uses three status registers to update the search process. Best is the best solution explored by KPTS, Current is the current exploration solution, and Next is obtained by the one-step partition movement or task re-registration movement of Current .
Every time a better Next is available to replace Best or Current , Next is added as a tabu in the tabu list. A solution in L list indicates that it has already been considered. The relationship between parent and child nodes in tabu list represents the relationship between Current and Next or Current and a new Current obtained by task decomposition. Only the solution node in the tabu list corresponding to Current can become an extension node which is the next node to be executed for the transformation movement. To avoid repeatedly exploring a node, we can specify that if the number of child nodes in the tabu list exceeds k, the node will not become an extended node (the extension node will be reloaded into Current ).
The tabu list is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . The node as the head node is the initial solution, and its role is to provide a tree traversal entry at the A0 level. Valid data starting at the A1 layer, such as i , indicates that this solution is the i th existing solution in the tabu list. Each node is expanded up to 3 times (assume k=3). The ellipse is a label attached to some solution and represents the property of this solution. For example, 4 is the best solution node, 16 is the current expansion solution of the algorithm ( Next is its child node if possible), and 10 is generated by decomposing a task in 8 .
2) BACKTRACKING
In Fig. 5(a) , assume that 16 as an extension node which continues to use transformation movement to explore the solution space, but no better solution than Best or Current can be found. Algorithm begins backtracking and first considers returning 13 . However, 13 already has three child nodes, and it continues to trace back to 10 . Similarly, 10 cannot be used such that the last loaded to Current is 8 . Backtracking completes refactoring, 8 return the state of the task before it is decomposed.
3) MAINTENANCE
After the number of layers reaches a certain size, all nodes in certain layer are heuristically deleted to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and save storage space. In principle, the upper node must be deleted, but node must be reserved. For the refactoring, the layer that owns a node with a decomposition solution as a child node cannot be deleted, such that only the next layer node can be deleted. Meanwhile, the layers that own a node with stored Best or Current cannot be deleted.
Take Fig. 5(a) as example, the algorithm considers the A1 layer first. The A1 layer cannot be deleted because the sub-solution 10 of 8 is a decomposed solution and it allows tracing back to the state before the task decomposition. The A2 layer cannot be deleted because of a tabu backup of Best . The A3 layer can be deleted. After the A3 layer is deleted, the nodes of the A4 layer are connected to the nodes VOLUME 7, 2019 of the upper layer. The tabu list obtained by deleting a row with delete policy is shown in Fig. 5(b) . The child nodes are not limited to less than 3, but if more than 3 child nodes are available, the node cannot be expanded. If the nodes of the A1 layer are deleted, the nodes of the A2 layer become directly connected to node , such that the number of nodes connected to node exceeds 3. This situation is allowable and cannot be avoided.
C. KEY PATH TABU SEARCH ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 shows the specific steps of the KPTS algorithm. It first creates three registers: Best , Current , and
as a tree-based tabu list, is initialized with null values (line 2). L GCL , as a generate record table, is initialized with null values (line 3). KPTS will continue to run unless the termination condition has reached (lines 4-38).
By using the partition and task re-registration movement of Current , the GenerateCandidateList function heuristically generates many alternative sub-solutions which are stored in the subset C (line 6). L list is used to avoid generating the same solution. L GCL , different to L list , simply stores the operation information and operation objects information of transformation movement. For example, the sub-solution generated by re-registering τ 11 from P 11 to P 22 , and the information is recorded:{re-registration,τ 11 ,P 11 ,P 22 }. L GCL is used to avoid the same and already used transformation movements. Meanwhile, if the randomly generated solution, which passed the check of L GCL , is the same as someone in L list , it will not be considered. For each solution in C, the cost value is calculated by using MMS-based list scheduling algorithm (lines 7-9), which is elaborated in Algorithm 2. Only the solution with the smallest cost value in C is stored in Next (line 10).
If the cost function value of Next is less than Best , then
Next is loaded to Current and Best , Next is stored in L list , and L GCL is reset (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . If the cost function value is smaller than Current and Next is not a solution in L list , then
Next is loaded to Current , which represents the node to be explored in the next iteration. L GCL is also reset (lines [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . If the loop search is unsuccessful, then the task diversification counter is increased (lines 21-22).
If multiple transformation movements are not successful (no better solution is found), a task is randomly decomposed to multiple redundant tasks according to the decomposition scheme provided in L (lines 24-29). Current obtained after the decomposition also needs to be added to L list , and then the backtracking counter is increased. If backtracking counter is reached, the algorithm starts backtracking and make the restart counter to increase (lines 30-34). The solution resulting from the decomposition or backtracking will be used as the new Current , which will be explored by using transformation movement in the next iteration (lines 25 and 31). For each new Current , the cost value needs to be calculated (lines 26 and 32). After multiple transformation movements, if task decompositions and backtracking are all unsuccessful, the algorithm continues to explore the solution space from the //generate a subset of neighbors of the current solution 6 :
for all i ∈ C do 8: calculate the cost function value of i using LS_MMS;
9:
end for
10:
Next ← solution from C that has smallest cost function value; 11: if Cost( Next ) < Cost( Best ) then 12: //accept Next as Current solution if better than the best-so-far Best
13:
Best ← Current ← Next ; 14: add Next to L list ; 15: L GCL ← {};
16: 
VII. DEVELOPMENT COST REDUCTION
To further reduce development costs, we propose MMS to solve the problem of incremental development cost for the elevation of SILs of tasks.
A. MESSAGE MOVEMENT STRATEGY
To ensure safety in partition sharing, low SIL tasks cannot send messages to high SIL tasks. Low SIL tasks must be elevated if necessary. Doing so increases the cost of safety certification.
When a high SIL task needs to use the message from low SIL task, it introduces a privileged task τ move to perform the safety enhancement of the message and transfer the message to the corresponding resource partition before it is executed. In the timing, τ move is immediately executing before receiving task and keeps the same SIL with it. The essence of a privileged task is a task with a fault tolerant mechanism. Messages sent from low SIL tasks to high SIL partition will generate errors. MCES will catch this error and handle it before the starting of successor tasks. Application itself does not consider fault tolerance, and τ move can be developed only once to provide services for system scheduling and application error recovery. Fig. 6 shows an example of the implementation of partition sharing in two ways according to the application model in Fig. 2 , different colors represent different partitions. The recursive elevation of SIL in Fig. 6(a) and the MMS in Fig. 6(b) are all used to achieve partition sharing.
B. MESSAGE MOVEMENT EXAMPLE
In Fig. 6(a) , τ 22 , τ 32 , and τ 33 share the partition with APP 1 's tasks that occupy the partition. Thus, the three tasks should keep the same SIL as that of APP 1 's tasks, and the tasks are elevated to SIL3. τ 20 needs to send a message to τ 22 , and so, τ 20 must also be elevated to SIL3. All tasks that share the partition with τ 20 in APP 2 must be elevated as well. Similarly, τ 30 must be elevated to SIL3. As a result, tasks in APP 3 must be elevated.
In Fig. 6(b) , τ 22 , τ 32 , and τ 33 are elevated to SIL3, but other tasks retain the default SIL due to the introduction of τ move , which transfer message from low SIL tasks to high SIL tasks. τ move is equivalent to being inserted in the original DAG graph provided by the developer. Comparing the two strategies shows that the scheme of Fig. 6(b) introduces τ move three times, which adds execution cost but greatly reduce the development cost (from 150 to 103).
C. LIST SCHEDULING
To compute the schedule table and the cost value, we propose a list scheduling algorithm based on MMS, called LS_MMS. The algorithm establishes an L ready queue for each partition on each PE. The L ready queue adds ready tasks in the partition, and is refreshed at a certain time slot. For each time slot of the PE, the algorithm finds the corresponding L ready queue and selects the highest-priority ready task to schedule. Task can only be assigned to the time slots that belong to the registered partition. If the partition slice is cut off before the completion of the task, the task is paused until the next available partition slice occurs, and the rest of paused task is scheduled first. Completed tasks' messages is scheduled as early as possible.
As shown in Algorithm 2, solution , application set , and system architecture NPE are inputs. The initialization of L ready and the refresh time queue L time are given in lines 1 to 2. The time slots are sequentially scanned and time_value stores the time slot of the current scan (line 4). L ready is refreshed only at the time_value which registered in L time (lines 5-7). Refreshing is to record tasks that are ready (all messages have already been received) in each partition and prioritize them. Tasks that have been scheduled but not completed are set to the highest priority by default, otherwise, tasks maintain the priority calculated by Eqs. (1) and (2) . The corresponding partition is found at line 9. The task with the highest priority is obtained by searching the L ready queue of the partition (line 10), and it would be executed for one time slot in the current slot of the corresponding PE (line 11).
If one task is completed, its message will be placed in the next slot starting from the early time idle (line 13). If the SIL of the successor is greater than the SIL of the completed task, a τ move needs to be considered before the successor (lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The scheduling algorithm reserves enough time slots for execution of τ move and the successor task will be ready again after the time slots ending (line 17). A new task may be ready for the next slot after the task has been completed or after the message transmission has been completed, thus, the refresh of L ready should be considered at these slots (line 20). After finishing all tasks, the scan is completed (lines 23-24) . Otherwise, the algorithm is ready to scan the next time slot (line 26). The algorithm is also responsible for calculating the cost function by using Eq. (3) (line 29).
VIII. EXPERIMENTS
The algorithm in [4] is called MCDO (Mixed Criticality Design Optimization) and our algorithm is called NMCDO (new MCDO). In order to verify the performance of NMCDO, we compare it with CDMO [9] and MCDO [4] . For all experiments in this paper, C# is used to write simulation code for verification and analysis on a PC. Simulation applications are generated by the widely used RTGG toolkit.
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Algorithm 2 List Scheduling Algorithm Based On MMS Require:
< D,P >, , NPE Ensure: Schedule Table( S ← setcommunication(τ task_id ,time_value+1); 14: for all successor task of τ task_id do 15: succ_task_id ← get one successor task; Two benchmarks are used in experiments. The first one is the benchmark for real-life automotive applications [19] . It consists of six applications: Engine Controller (F1-F7, SIL3), Automatic Gear Box (F8-F11, SIL4), Anti-locking Brake System (F12-F17, SIL4), Wheel Angel Sensor (F18-F19, SIL2), Suspension Controller (F20-F24, SIL3), and Body Work related to the passengers (F25-F31, SIL1) . A set of parameters consists of a real-life benchmark and PEs. Each algorithm executes 8 times using the parameter.
The second is the benchmark generated by using the RTGG toolkit. It serves as a simulation and complement to the real-life benchmark. When building an application by using RTGG, the task number of the application is randomly assigned and the number of PEs is fixed and known.
The communication cost ratio and the hetero factor are fixed at 0.5. The shape parameter is randomly generated by the following equation:
where N is the number of the tasks in an application. The parameters in the random function specify lower and upper bounds. So, calling RTGG to build a set of applications requires three parameters: number of applications, number of tasks, and number of PEs. For each set of parameters, the RTGG constructs four sets of applications as models and each model is executed twice by CDMO, MCDO and NMCDO. That is, each method performs 8 times to generate 8 schedule tables on a set of parameters.
B. EXPERIMENTAL METRICS
To evaluate the performance of different algorithms, we compare scheduling results, scheduling acceptance rates, development cost of the best solutions, and the update times of Best . Scheduling results are the number of schedulable applications and have three values, which are the worst, mode, and best values of the scheduling results, respectively. The scheduling acceptance rate is the ratio of the times of successful scheduling of all applications to the total times. The development cost (DC) represents the cost increment percentage, which is the ratio of the development cost of the best solution found by the algorithm to the theoretical minimum development cost. The theoretical minimum development cost is the cost when the SIL of all tasks takes the default minimum value. Only the schedulable solution is included in the statistical scope of development cost increment, because it is meaningless without schedulability. The average update times of Best in each execution are the key statistical information of search efficiency during the operation of MCDO and NMCDO algorithm. CDMO uses genetic algorithm and update times does not make sense.
C. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
Experiment 1 is used to compare the performance of the methods with the real-life benchmark. The number of PEs is from 2 to 6. Each method is executed for 120 minutes each time. The results are shown in Table 1 . The development cost of NMCDO is about 9.27% to 19.44% lower than MCDO and about 14.20% to 28.11% lower than CDMO, which shows that NMCDO can effectively reduce the development cost while ensuring schedulability. We can see from Table 1 , for the update times of Best , NMCDO is almost better than MCDO, which shows that KPTS used by NMCDO can explore more areas of solution space and find more effective solutions. In the case of less heterogeneous PEs, MCDO and NMCDO algorithms have lower scheduling acceptance rates than CDMO. The reasons are mainly composed of two aspects: 1) MCDO and NMCDO use a partition architecture, which wastes time slots of PEs; 2) the CDMO only considers mapping and the total number of possible solutions is less. Experiment 2 is used to compare the performance of the methods when the number of PEs is equal to the number of applications. RTGG benchmark is used in the experiment and next few experiments. The number of PEs and the number of applications are from 3 to 5. The number of tasks is from 15 to 41. Each method is executed for 60 minutes each time. The results are shown in Table 2 set 1. The development cost of NMCDO is about 31.03% to 202.87% lower than MCDO and about 28.42% to 81.60% lower than CDMO, which indicate that NMCDO outperforms CDMO and MCDO at development cost. In addition, NMCDO is better than MCDO at update times of Best . Although the scheduling results of three methods are almost same, NMCDO has a higher scheduling acceptance rate than MCDO and CDMO.
Experiment 3 is used to compare the performance of the methods under system resource-constrained conditions, so more applications and tasks will be scheduled in a limed number of PEs. The number of PEs is fixed at 4. The number of applications changes from 4 to 9. The number of tasks changes from 30 to 70. Each method is executed for 120 minutes each time. The results are shown in Table 2 set 2. As can be seen, NMCDO is obviously better than CDMO and MCDO at development cost optimization. The development cost of NMCDO is about 62.09% to 193.06% lower than MCDO and about 4.22% to 131.06% lower than CDMO. Meanwhile, for different number of tasks and applications, the update times of Best of NMCDO is bigger than MCDO. In addition, with the number of applications and task increases, NMCDO still maintains a high scheduling acceptance rate. When the number of tasks is 70, the scheduling acceptance rate of CDMO is 0%, MCDO is 25%, and NMCDO is 37.5%. For the worst and the mode value of scheduling results, NMCDO obtains the maximum value, followed by MCDO, and CDMO. NMCDO can successfully schedule more applications, which can also prove the efficiency of KPTS. MMS, as mentioned above, introduces additional tasks to avoid recursive development costs increment due to partition architecture. Those tasks may affect schedulability, especially when system resources are tight. However, compared with CDMO and MCDO, NMCDO maintains good performance despite the introduction of additional overhead.
Experiment 4 is used to compare the performance of the methods under fixed number of applications and tasks. The number of PEs is from 2 to 5. The number of applications is fixed at 5. The number of tasks is fixed at 35. Each method is executed for 120 minutes each time. As shown in Table 2 set 3, the development cost of NMCDO is about 20.93% to 201.65% lower than MCDO and about 25.04% to 115.09% lower than CDMO. It also can be seen that NMCDO is better than MCDO for the update times of Best and scheduling acceptance rate. The scheduling acceptance rate of NMCDO is lower than CDMO when the number of PEs is 4, but the scheduling acceptance rate of CDMO will deteriorate sharply as same as scheduling result if the number of PEs increases to 5. Compared with Experiment 1, the schedulability of MCDO and NMCDO is enhanced in the case of a small number of PEs. The reason is that there are no messages between applications built by RTGG, which reduces the coupling between applications and complexity of solution space. Because the basic discipline is similar to Experiment 1, we believe that the application models constructed by RTGG could reflect the real-life application to some extent.
Experiment 5 is used to verify the performance of KPTS without using MMS. In other words, we want to compare key path tabu search algorithm with traditional tabu search algorithm. The number of PEs is from 3 to 6. The number of applications is from 3 to 7. The number of tasks is from 20 to 55. Each method is executed for 60 minutes. The results are shown in Table 3 .
To better analyze the cost optimization, we define a parameter DC rate . For each RTGG model, if the two algorithms find a schedulable implementation, we let the smallest cost found by MCDO divide by the smallest cost found by NMCDO, then considering all ratios of available models to average, as follows 
mode∈sched means that models that can be scheduled by both MCDO and NMCDO. sched_mode_num is the number of such models. MIN() means taking the smallest value in two operations. If development costs of MCDO are greater than development costs of NMCDO, DC rate is greater than 1. DC rate is listed in the last column of Table 3 . The average development costs of NMCDO is higher in the first and third row, which is because NMCDO gets more schedulable implementations at the expense of increased development costs. As shown in the scheduling acceptance rate column of Table 3 , NMCDO can find schedulable implementation which sometimes cannot be found by MCDO in this experiment. The update times of Best of NMCDO is also higher than MCDO, which means KPTS is effective to find feasible solutions for its backtracking based on tree-based tabu list.
It also can be seen that DC rate is greater than 1 but less than 1.4, however, the development cost of MCDO is basically more than twice that of NMCDO in the previous experiments, which means that the use of MMS can reduce development costs significantly.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this study, we propose KPTS and MMS to reduce the development costs of mixed-criticality applications while maintaining schedulability. The KPTS algorithm is used to search for schedulable solutions that minimize development costs while meeting schedulability requirements. The MMS is used to reduce the development cost considerably because it can prevent the recursive increase of task development costs. Experimental results show that the proposed optimization method could reduce development cost while achieve high scheduling acceptance rate. When the system is more complex and its resource is tighter, the development cost could be reduced by up to 50% compared with other optimization methods.
